Researching and Analysing Skills

What are Researching and Analysing Skills?

- Value and invest time in carrying out robust research and analysis
- Demonstrate openness to new ideas and perspectives
- Collect information or data systematically form a range of sources and perspectives with appropriate referencing
- Logically analyse and summarise information or data, identifying the most relevant information / key issues
- Identify a research need based on a defined problem
- Apply appropriate research methods and tools
- Conduct ethical research
- Carry out analysis with limited time and information available
- Apply business analytical models
- Look to publish research / contribute to progression in field using sophisticated research methodologies
- Use appropriate statistical software for analysis

How can I develop my Researching and Analysing skills?

- Part time work e.g. a market research company or a lab
- Analysis of data for a society or club

How might I have developed this skill during my studies at University of Leicester?

- Research for dissertations
- Research methods / statistical modules
- Research projects applied in industry
- Presenting / publishing research master-classes

Example:

How might you demonstrate Researching and Analysing Skills in your CV? You can use the list above where appropriate but remember to evidence how you gained or developed the skills. For example:

- I have strong research and analysis skills demonstrated by my application of business analytical models during my second year modules, where I gained first class marks.